2018 APWH Summer Assignment
Hello! This is your Summer assignment, this will be due on the 1st day of class. This will be your
first grade of Q1. Please answer questions with complete sentences, for full credit. You will
need Ethel Woods book to complete this assignment, which you can get from the CRC. Some
questions will require you to research and you will provide sources (which sites you found your
information). Finally this is an individual assignment, any plagiarism will result in a zero.
1. Describe the two different migration movements and what factors cause these in
society?
2. Explain cultural diffusion? Also please provide an example of cultural diffusion
3. Describe hunting and gathering life? What was the role of men and women during the
Paleolithic Age?
4. Artifacts of Paleolithic Age include cave paintings. Research a Paleolithic cave painting
and describe scene of what you see. Include your sources
5. Why is fire considered a ‘marker event’ in world history?
6. Explain the significance of the Neolithic (Agricultural) Revolution? You might want to
research this!
7. Briefly describe the 6 “marker events” of the Neolithic Revolution and its impact, using
your own words
8. Why was the advantage of having a ‘surplus’ of goods?
9. Explain differences between Polytheism and Monotheism
10. List 3 craft industries that emerged and h
 ow were each used during Neolithic Revolution
11. What are some similarities and differences between Jericho and Catal Huyuk?
12. In your own words, briefly explain the 7 developments of a civilization
Directions. Please fill in Chart accurately for each River Valley Civilization
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13. What effect did law codes have?
14. Why did most early civilizations develop writing systems?
15.Describe impact the Hittites had on early civilizations?
16. Explain Nubias relationship with Egypt?
Writing assignment.-

Must BE HANDWRITTEN.

All early civilizations shared basic characteristics that show their similar development from
sedentary agricultural communities. Compare and Contrast (Similarities and Differences) the
characteristics of TWO (2) of the early civilizations
Circle the two you will compare: Mesopotamia, Egypt( Nile), China, Indus River
First paragraph -you will provide thesis statement of what you will explain/argue
Second Paragraph- You will explain ALL similarities that each share ( provide evidence)
Third Paragraph- You will explain ALL differences between them (provide evidence)
Fourth Paragraph- conclusion, summarize main points

